Superficial Temporal Artery to Middle Cerebral Artery Bypass via a Minimized Approach: Operative Nuances and Problem-Solving Aspects.
The minimized approach for superficial temporal to middle cerebral artery (STA-MCA) bypass surgery is frequently associated with unfamiliar situations and technical problems. Description of operative nuances and evaluation of problem-solving aspects to facilitate potential limitations related with a limited exposure approach. In patients who underwent STA-MCA bypass surgery between February 2012 and August 2014, a preoperative high-resolution computed tomography-angiography 3-dimensional dataset was obtained to select the optimal vessels for anastomosis. Intraoperative exposure was assessed under standard neuronavigation. Anastomoses were performed with specific instruments developed by the authors. Intraoperative video documentation and follow-up records were analyzed retrospectively. Seventeen STA-MCA minimally invasive bypass procedures were performed on 12 patients. In all cases, the procedure could be performed through planned craniotomy (mean diameter 2.5 cm). All cases of the procedures dealt with the limitation of surgical field during bypass surgery. The described applications facilitated microsurgical handling in the environment of a limited exposure in all procedures. Follow-up showed all bypasses remained open. The surgical applications, operative techniques, problem-solving aspects, and development of new instruments are described. Potentially, these suggestions may enhance the surgical confidence and convenience to perform STA-MCA bypass surgery with a minimized approach.